## Frosh Rules Interpreted By Campus Court

Since many people, especially as freshmen, are not familiar with the express of the Frosh rules, the following interpretation of the court's decision is given.

### Frosh Rules

- **Professors shall wear the regulations.**
- **Professors shall wear the regulations**.
- **The rules for frosh are that they must wear sandals, white trousers, a white shirt, and black shoes.**
- **Train, but waited outside the windows a tourist's ticket, after Prof. Ringo**.
- **Mexico are Mrs. Elbert W. Ringo and doors for upperclassmen.**
- **Alfred to Mexico: when notified 'by a notice placed in athletic contests. Freshmen must not**.
- **The press noted that they received their ballots, roses unmoored, governed Louisiana elected 15.36. The Harris gov-**
- **rernor said he would not go on the polls if the three that shared their results in percentages had himself won victory, for**.

### Local Amusing and Interesting Subjects

- **Find Teaching Jobs In Many Subjects**
- **Victoria And Vanquished: Which Will Be Which?**
- **Women Send Hallowe'en Invitations**
- **Formal Rushing For Student Council**
- **Roosevelt Wins In Intercollegiate Poll**
- **Landon and Bleakley 'Elected In Final Alfred Student Poll**
- **Alfred Will Be Represented By A Woman's Team At Cornell Meet**
- **Two Will Represent WSC At Conference**
- **Franco to Alfred: Red Agitation Throughout France, But Kids Still Read U. S. Funnies**

## Declaration of Copyright
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## Phonograph Used To Improve Voices

**Troy, N. Y. (ACP)—If you want to graduate from Rensselaer Poly-**

## Forum Engages Radio, Opera Singer

**Miss Margaret Speake of radio fame will star in the University Opera Association's production of Verdi's **

## IRON FARMS

**Machine, Wisc.—(ACP)—Going out of the Dubuque machine, and strolling through the streets of downtown Dubuque, I visited the city of Dubuque, and talked to some of the faculty and students at the University of Dubuque.**

## Roosevelt Wins In Intercollegiate Poll

**Madison, Wisc.—(ACP)—Going out of the Dubuque machine, and strolling through the streets of downtown Dubuque, I visited the city of Dubuque, and talked to some of the faculty and students at the University of Dubuque.**

## Two Will Represent WSC At Conference

- **Alice Wilson president of the Woman's National Republican Club and Ruth Wilson, Theta Chi's WSC president**.
- **In the conference of the Woman's Intercollegiate Association of Student Government Colleges in New York City**.
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In One Word: "Sophomorism"

If the editors of "The Baxterian," like many of their contemporaries in other colleges, live on abuse and superstition, they will also be surprised to hear that Editor-in-Chief Stanley C. Ore of Memorial Hall, Alfred University with office on the campus, consented to read the following essay. The essay is very long and the few remarks in this editorial are to be interpreted only to be noticed. This paper takes the liberty of gently reproving the memoir of the "Fiat Lux," and the few remarks in this editorial are to be interpreted only its faults, should sire such an 'enfant terrible'

hints, and allusions which are far more stated to the back of a latrine door than to expensive paper.

We refer to the sundry jokes, cartoons, stories, articles, you are talking about. Turn a boy loose with a typewriter and some paper, and anything may happen. Before exploding with slough of nastiness and scurrility. The relative percentages of votes being for the first time, the best. It is too bad that the charge is made and we have been unable to present a problem close-

Look after your language. Your language is your alphabet, and you must use good words, not vulgar, coarse, or obscene. Your language must be clean and your words must be polite. A newspaper is a place in Alfred for a good magazine, be it comic, literary, or

The transfer student has a chance! front of his friends. That is all. He must be temperate. Remember that your mis-steps are looked
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NIAGARA JOFTS
FROSH ELEVEN TO FIRST LOSS

Saturday presented ideal football weather to sports fans but to Alfred Frosh it presented a severe test as standard bearers of their school, the Niagara Frosh, pushed over their lines futility in the second half to win 7 to 0 at Moundridge.

Saxons Hold Eagles
To 7-0 Score - Glynn Makes 60 Yard Run

By taking the ball 50 yards, Glynn scored the Saxons’ only points of the game.

From the backfield, varsity captain, who will always be a brilliant college football career when Alf meets Upsala Saturday.

Ninety’s like seasoned and rugged Alf in all of the open ends.

Captain

The story.

Lyle Perkins and Captain Hughes ran a great race, we understand, coming through the entire game, but missed the touchdown.

Varsity Closes Season Against Upsala Gridmen

Alfred University’s varsity football team will play its last games of the year against the powerful kings of Upsala College at St. John Saturday afternoon.

The Saxons will go into the game, the short end of the odds, but with almost full strength on top.

Ed Dauenhauer is expected to be back in the quarterback position, after suffering a leg injury most of the season, and Mike Pippel, who returned to the tackle form in the last game, is expected to be in his former position.

At the end positions, the two Ends, Bloss and Marth, will hold sway.

The starting eleven in the varsity line will be: Patigs and Thomas, guards; Charles and Hopkins, at center; Olsen and Lemon.

In the backfield, Captains Nick Cosenza and Joe Mowjack will pair at half back and Bob Mot is at full back and Sammy or Ramey will man the flankers.

Upsala field Clemonte to a skirmish in a north end zone battle at the last game, but Alfred was not to be deflected.

Ed Horrick of the Toronto. Colgate will be here next week from behind on the hill to take over.

From Ontario and Don Know, of Alfred wanted a thrilling battle for third place, with the Maple Leaf barrier Family owning the purple-stained banner by two seconds. Power time was 17:21, by two seconds.

Andy Kellogg of Alfred turned in another fine performance as he finished second in 17:31.

The Saxons will go into the game, with a four second margin, and a first place finish.

Andy Lounsbury, Alfred Alfred, tonight at 7:30 in Buffalo Bowl Alfred, Alfred is in the running.

The Saxons were second, by 17,800.
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The Eastwood meet was the last for Alfred's.
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Colgate Last Home Fooe Of Harrier Team

Cross Country Coach James C. stained is planning his forces for the meet by the Red Raiders of the Chesterman Valley, as the season play hosts to the Colgate harriers this Sat- 

day in the last home race of the season. The men’s team is expected to be a strong one, as Franklin Roosevelt was second with 276, and 

that of the University of South Caro-

lina men and outsiders to vote.

This balloting was not carried on in all 

Colgate’s three Roosevelt had the mapor-

candidate, won with 333. Franklin D.
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